
Assignment: Rhyming Quatrain 
 

Your assignment is to write 2 rhyming quatrain on a certain theme. They can be separate poems or ( If you want), you 

can make them joined as two stanzas in one poem.  Below you will find some possible subjects. Try to use them, but you 

are free to invent a different subject.  

A Quatrain is  a type of stanza, or a complete poem, consisting of four lines. A rhyming quatrain usually contains a rhyme 

at the end of every second sentence:  

………………………..A 

…………………………B 

………………………..C 

…………………………B 

(An alternative is to try ABAB or even AABB, but ABCB is the easiest). Rhyming quatrain is the most common kind of 

verse which you find in song lyrics. The rhymes don’t have to be exact, and you can add other stuff (such as internal 

rhyme, alliteration, etc).  

Here are some possible subjects for this rhyming quatrain form.  

Summer 

Sadness  

Crazy 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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